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Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central

Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central 
is a comprehensive business management 
solution designed for small-to-medium  
sized businesses. 

Business Central is a highly customisable 
platform, offering deep and broad industry 
functionality for improving productivity. 
This extensive ability to customise is what 
really sets it apart from the rest.  

Have a requirement not met out of the 
box? We design tailor made solutions 
into the system to tailor fit your 
business needs. 

This document provides an 
overview of the seven out-of-the 
box core modules offered in 
Business Central.

Acctitude has been providing end-to-end solutions since 
2007 for over 35 different companies of all shapes and sizes,  

specifications and needs.   ..................................................................

Our core strengths lie in our ability to set up systems to 
maximize the value of Business Central. We are experts in 

customising the product, tailoring it to fit your specific needs.

Acctitude Business Solutions is a 
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central specialist.

+264 (0)81 212 2666      info@acctitude.com.na     www.acctitude.com.na
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Basic Resources

Keep track of resources and prices. Register and sell 
resources, combine related resources into one 
resource group, or track individual resources. 

Divide resources into labour and equipment and 
allocate resources to a specific job in a time schedule.

Capacity Management

Plan capacity and sales and manage usage statistics 
and the profitability of resources. 

Create your plan in a calendar system with the 
required level of detail and for the period you need. 

Monitor resource usage and get a complete overview 
of resource capacity including availability and 
planned costs on orders and quotes.

Multiple Costs

Manage alternative costs for resources and resource 
groups. 

Costs can be fixed, percentage based, or an 
additional fixed charge. 

Define as many work types as you need.

The Project Management module is a great tool to keep track of, budget for and report on simple to 
complex projects. This module is perfect for project-based businesses – empowering business to 
simplify and manage budgeting, inventory, timesheets, billing, probability, reporting and so much 
more. 

Jobs

Track usage on jobs/projects and data for invoicing the customer. Manage fixed-price jobs and time-and-materials 
jobs:

Create a plan for a job with multiple tasks and task groupings. Each task can have a budget and can be done for 
whatever period you need.
Copy a budget from one job to another and set up a job-specific price list for item and resource charges and 
general ledger account expenses for the customer.
View suggested WIP and recognition postings for a job.
Plan and invoice job in multiple currencies.
Assign a specific job to a specific customer and invoice the job completely or partially.
Use an assisted setup guide to set up jobs, easily enter time sheets and job journals, and use the Project Manager 
Role Center to access common tasks, new charts, and the list of your jobs.
Use the Job page to access tasks, assign job ownership, and get visibility into costs and billings.
Use the Job Quote report to quickly email a customer the price for a project.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Time Sheet

Register time spent and get manager approval using 
the simple and flexible Time Sheet. 

Time Sheet integrates with Service and Project 
Management and can include resources.

Jobs

Basic Resources

Project Management 9
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Whether it’s contracts, warranties, mobile service management or SLAs, this module enhances your 
operational efficiency, provides effective contract management and enforces critical processes – 
helping to ensure your service team hits SLA’s, all of which drives customer loyalty.. 

SERVICE MANAGEMENT

Service Management10

Planning and Dispatching

Assign personnel to work orders and log details such as work order handling and work order status. For dispatching, 
manage service personnel and field technician information, and filter according to availability, skills, and stock items. 

Gain an overview of service task prioritization, service loads, and task escalations.

Service Contract Management

Set up agreements with the customers about service levels:

Maintain information on contract history, contract renewal, and contract templates.

Manage warranties for service items and spare parts.

Record details on service levels, response times, discount levels, and the service history of each contract, including 
service items and parts used and labour hours.

Measure service contract profitability.

Generate service contract quotes.

Service Item Management

Record and keep track of all your service items, including contract information, component management, and BOM 
reference and warranty information. 

Service Order Management

Register post-sales issues including service requests, services due, service orders, and repair requests. Let customers 
initiate service requests or create them automatically according to the terms of service agreements.

Register and manage equipment loans to customers. Get a complete history of service orders and service order 
quotes through the Service Order Log.

Service Price Management

Set up, maintain, and monitor service prices. 

Set up price groups based on criteria, such as the service item (or several item groups), the service tasks, or the type 
of fault for a period of time or for specific customers or currencies. 

Define price calculation structures that include all parameters involved in providing service, such as the parts used, 
the types of work, and the service charges. 

Automatically assign the correct price structure to service orders that match the price group criteria. 

Assign fixed prices, minimum prices, or maximum prices to price groups and view statistics about profitability.
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Bins

Organize your warehouse by assigning items to bins, 
the smallest unit in the warehouse logical structure. 

Use item journals to assign bin directly on document 
lines.

Bin Setup

Set up and maintain bins by defining both the layout 
of your warehouse and the dimensions of your racks, 
columns, and shelves. 

Give input to planning by defining characteristics for 
bins.

Inventory Pick and Inventory Put Away

Create pick lists from released sales orders and put 
away work from released purchase orders. 

Manage picking and put away work without opening 
sales and purchase orders when handling shipments.

Warehouse Receipt

Create a put-away work directly from receipts. 

Manage receipts from a separate user interface in a 
multi-order environment.

Warehouse Shipment

Create picking lists from shipments. 

Manage warehouse shipments from a separate user 
interface in a multi-order environment.

Internal Picks and Put-Aways

Create pick and put-away orders for internal 
purposes, such as testing put-away for production 
output, without using a source document (such as a 
purchase order or a sales order).

Warehouse Management Systems

Manage items on a bin level. 
Receive and put away items in bins, pick items from 
bins according to put-away templates, and pick items 
based on zone and bin rankings. 
Move items between bins using a report that 
optimizes the picking process and the use of space or 
move items manually. 
Create warehouse instruction documents for pick and 
put-away processes for sales, purchases, transfers, 
returns, and production orders.

Bins

The Warehouse Management module brings together comprehensive organizational information, automates manual 
tasks, connects processes and workflows, enables fact-based inventory management and provides your managers with 
clear visibility into business performance, margins, probability and opportunities for improvement. 

WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT

Warehouse Management 11
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Production Bill of Materials

Assembly Management

Specify a list of sellable the items, raw materials, 
subassemblies, and resources as an assembly bill of 
materials that make up a finished item or a kit. 

Use assembly orders to replenish assembly items. 

Capture customer requirements for the kit’s bill of 
materials directly from sales quotes, blanket orders, 
and order lines in the assembly-to-order processes.

Standard Cost Worksheet

Give company controllers a reliable and efficient way 
to maintain accurate inventory costs. 

Work with standard cost updates in Business Central 
in the same way you would in an Excel spreadsheet. 

Prepare for cost updates without changing data until 
you’re ready.

Production Bill of Materials

Create bills of materials and calculate their standard 
costs.

Basic Capacity Planning

Add capacities (work centres) to the manufacturing 
process. 

Set up routings for production orders and material 
requirements planning. 

View loads and the task list for the capacities.

Machine Centres

Add machine centres as capacities in the manufactur-
ing process. 

Manage capacity for each machine or production 
resource on a detailed level for machine centres, and 
on a consolidated level for work centres. 

Use machine centres to store default information 
about manufacturing processes, such as setup times 
and default scrap percentages.

Version Management

Create versions of manufacturing bills of materials 
and routings.

Production Orders

Create production orders and post consumption and 
output. 

Calculate net requirements based on production 
orders. 

Use a manual supply planning tool as an alternative 
to automatic planning. 

Get visibility and tools to manually plan for demand 
from sales lines and to create supply orders.

Finite Loading

Manage finite loading of capacity-constraint 
resources. Account for capacity constraints for 
periods to avoid overloading work centres. 

Calculate capable to-promise (CTP).

Machine Centres

Combine your financial management system with a comprehensive and solid manufacturing system. This module 
integrates and streamlines every aspect of your manufacturing process, including planning, scheduling, inventory and 
distribution. Business Central is customizable, intelligent and functional. The Manufacturing module helps finance and 
operations leaders to plan and execute, take control of input and output levels, move from manual to automated 
processes and see the big picture in their business. 

MANUFACTURING

Manufacturing12


